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Let magick set you free from the people who bring you down. Difficult people make life unbearable.

Whether youâ€™re dealing with a cruel boss, a bully or a gossip, you need freedom and peace.

With the dark magick in this book you can silence, bind and curse the people that have made you

unhappy. People are jealous, petty and cruel, and their mean-spirited actions are holding you back.

Use magick to be untouched by the heartless. The eldest member of The Gallery of Magick, Gordon

Winterfield, has a lifetime of experience dealing with troublesome people. He says, â€˜You can turn

the other cheek, but why should you? It is your divine right to remove people who get in the way of

your true will.â€™ Using angels and demons, Magickal Attack gives you a fast, safe way to take

control of those who try to run your life. Winterfield goes on to say, â€˜If you have courage, you have

the opportunity to use magick to go on the attack and silence those who would spread lies; bind

those who would spread malice; crush those who would do you harm.â€™ The magick presented

here is unique. Derived from tradition and refined in the furnace of experience, these dark workings

have never been made public before. Some of the images, sigils and talismans in the paperback

are presented in color, and the paperback has large pages, which makes the images much more

striking. Without any complicated ceremonies, Winterfield has developed a magickal system that

gets your commands to the demons without any danger to yourself. You will discover: A Ritual To

Wield Power that keeps you safe. Rituals to find enemies, foil plans and send torment. Magick to

silence gossip and lies. A powerful binding ritual to stop an enemy from causing harm. The Master

Curse, to punish without restraint. The ritual to end a relationship. The book also covers Disruption

Magick, used to confuse, weaken or make others leave you undisturbed. Most importantly, the book

concludes with a peace ritual, which can be used to prevent a fight from ever taking place or to bring

commanding peace when you are victorious. When you gain control over those who have chosen to

hurt you, you are executing an act of justice. There is great spiritual growth to be found in this dark

magick, as well as the peace that you deserve.
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I had some major trouble with 7 bullies who wouldn't stop harassing and threatening over a period

of 6 months. They apparently had issues with my disability. No amount of reasoning with them could

persuade them to stop. I used some of the potent rituals in Gordon's book and they DID Stop. None

of them have apparently come to harm but certainly trouble of some kind has visited upon them!

What I like the most about Gordon's style of writing is he states clearly that his book is about

bringing a sense of Justice and Peace back into the lives of those people living under duress, from

threatening people whom do not understand the word of 'No' ..this is not a book of blind rage and

endless vengeance, but a book of rituals designed purely to restore the scales of balance into

damaged lives. If I could rate this book higher than 5 Stars-i would, I would happily buy all future

books from the Gallery of Magick-these writers are Real People! :-)

'Oh ,it works.....whoops.' Don't just try these workings out of idle curiosity as they do work.I like that

there are nuances in the workings,it's not just 'drag 'em off to hell'.I did one of the lesser rituals and

it worked without a doubt but interestingly it had a totally positive effect in the end and actually

brought about 'an end to hostilities' which I was working on from Zanna's book.Go figure,An

Amazing book.

Literally the day after I purchased and read Mr. Winterfield's first book, I had an altercation with a

co-worker that could have proved very messy. He was angry with me, and seemed unwilling to

reconcile. I went home that night, did a Tarot reading to see what the result would be if I performed

some rituals from this book, and got a very good outcome. So I performed the binding and

reconciliation spells, and the next day said co-worker went from hostile and unwilling to talk to, quite

frankly, a kitty cat. We talked through our problems and cleared the air, just as I had desired.A big

thank you to Mr. Winterfield and the gracious spirits who have worked on my behalf. This is a book

every magician should have in their library.



I've had this book since the day of release but wanted to try a ritual before writing the review. I have

to say I am very happy with how easy it is to complete the rituals AND obtain such quick results.

The sigils are very clear and every ritual is well explained. If you follow everything as written, you

WILL obtain a result. It works so be sure you truly want what you desire.

MAGICKAL ATTACK:..is NO JOKE. You must be careful when invoking this MAGICK because it

WILL DO EXACTLY WHAT YOU INTEND IT TO DO. So use is cautiously and only in dire straits.

Mr. Gordon Winterfield is one of the senior members of THE GALLERY OF MAGICK and is highly

proficient in his writings and teachings. Along with DAMON BRAND also senior member of THE

GALLERY OF MAGICK, whose teachings works instantaneously! Do yourself a favor and join this

organization, buy ALL the books, study, study, then study some more, work the rituals as instructed,

sit back and quickly see results manifested. HIGHLY RECOMMENDED..

It works, which is what's important. The other plus-es in the book is that it's clear and the rituals are

easy to perform. The author makes it easier for you to decide and have the resolve to attack when

one's security and peace are threatened. There are many "bad" people out there who are not black

magicians but they make your life miserable and they are worse than black magicians and are just

downright mean-spirited. They plot and devise every way to destroy everything you have. I have

tried doing it the legal way but that hasn't given me the peace and justice except spending money

on lawsuits. It's about time to fight back! I also tried the silence one's enemy (for 2 different people)

for someone I know. She was relentlessly bullied and harassed (via Facebook, text messages,

phone calls) everyday. After the rituals, they just totally disappeared the following day, and they

have not contacted her to this day as if she was invisible or they completely lost interest in her. Just

doing the rituals make me feel better already and released the pain and anger.

Since purchasing last week I did three rituals/ spells so far and as with all gallery of magick books

they work and they are not at all difficult to do.... The gallery never dissapoints..

Tremendous and thorough gift of knowledge and practical applications of ritual magical. The real

deal. Does not disappoint. Highly recommended.
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